
With Laika, the master can check on his dog at any moment and look at what’s going on in the house.

Every day, many dogs wait in anguish the return from work of their owner. It is true that 
the many hours where the dog is left alone can have a terrible effect on the furniture or 
other belongings, as well as on the dog’s well being : he feels abandoned, anguished, he 
may panic, or may have many other reactions bad for him. Did you ever nd a chewed 
shoe? A torn-up cushion? Or even for the less fortunate, a completely destroyed furniture?
In the aim of bringing higher technology to animal toys, the CamToy start-up, whose 
offioffices are in the Parisian incubator “Station F”, developed a robot called LAIKA. This robot 
is a dog’s companion for life named after the rst dog sent into space. This connected 
device allows dog owners to distract, check upon, play and even treat with their dog from 
anywhere with a smartphone while they are gone from home.
Laika’s mission is to become a new companion for dogs with its round shapes and tough 
materials, without ever replacing the master. It ensures a fullling relation between man 
and dog with the help of technology and reassures masters who don’t have the choice 
and must leand must leave their beloved companion alone at home.

LAIKA, to interact from anywhere with your dog.

There are more and more dog owners who worry about what their dog does during 
the day while they are away. They wonder how to keep their dog happy and busy.
Tobby barks because he is bored? He is sad? He chews the furniture while his owner 
is gone? Today there is a modern solution: LAIKA. A robot whose mission is to keep 
your dog busy and happy while you are gone.

présente



The history of Laika starts with Thomas Samtmann and his dog called KIMI adopted from the 
dog pound. During his absence, Kimi probably suffered from the abandoned dog syndrome 
and destroyed everything in the house. She barked loud all day during her master’s absence.
 By installing a camera in the house, Thomas realized all the nasty things Kimi was doing 
during the day without being able to do anything about it. He didn’t want to just check on 
her, he actually wanted to interact with her in order to calm her down and to play with her 
duduring the day. The idea was born.
At the time, Thomas was a student for a master in Entrepreneurial Business at EDC Business 
School in Paris, and was nominated to participate in a contest called “Ocean Blue” with 
Marvin Crot and Samy Ould Kaddour who were attracted and convinced by this new 
innovating project. The project won the EDC Business School contest and received all the 
support and compliments of the professors who push the young students to actually 
seriously develop their project.

LAIKA, the innovating idea of a young start-up

Today Laika is autonomous. Its intelligent mode will be developed in time through improving 
software. CamToy also developed a recharging base and a tracker with the objective of 
making Laïka autonomous while the master is busy. This allows the dog to be busy all day. 
In order to adapt Laika to all dog types and sizes, a learning algorithm will be implemented to  
better react to the dog behaviour.

In order to develop the different functionalities of the product, the CamToy team had the 
expertise of a professional veterinarian specialized in animal behaviour: Thierry Bedossa. 
He participated in the testing of the product on dogs during the different steps of 
development to see the reaction of dogs to this new companion. His professional advices 
allowed us to develop a product perfectly adapted to the dogs needs. Laïka is controlled 
from anywhere with a smartphone. It is equipped with a camera, a microphone, and a 
speaker which allspeaker which allows the user to see and hear the dog, see and hear what’s going on in 
the house and even talk to the dog for an optimised interaction.  Thanks to a tracker 
installed on the dog’s collar, the robot can move alone by itself towards the dog and 
check on what he is doing. In order to attract and stimulate the dog, the CamToy team 
has installed a teat tosser activated at a distance via the application. Laika detects the 
loud and repeated barking of the lonely dog and warns the master with a notication on 
the smartphone.

LAIKA, a high-level technology concept



             Thierry Bedossa, 
veterinarian and behaviorist.

 « Many city dogs suffer from boredom and even stress while
 they spend long hours alone at home. Laïka is a toy made 
to play, stimulate and interact with the dog from a distance.
 It is very innovating and I hope it will become very popular 
for all dog owners »   

The advices of a professional

Noam & Diana,  MJ’s owners

 « MJ and Laika are now inseparable. It is much more than a simple gadget or a camera which 
tosses treats. Laika helps the whole family to stand long absences. MJ has discovered a new 
game companion who makes him calmer. On our behalf, no more stress when I leave for an 
appointment or to go shopping. We have been seduced by the utility and the originality of this 
product. We have appreciated the dynamism of the CamToy team and their passion and respect 
for animal well-being » 

MJ The Beagle, the most popular dog in France on social 
networks with a large number of fans, jumped into the 
adventure of Laika along with Thierry Bedossa, a well 
known veterinarian specialised in animal behaviour who 
also decide to invest energy and time for the conception
of the CamToy intelligent robot.

A funny ambassador.

LAIKA : two well-known ambassadors

Our ambition: to improve dog’s everyday life and to reassure the owners
Our convictions: Laika will never replace the master

The three students created the CamToy start-up during their last year of studies in April 2016 
and developed their rst robot for dogs.  An engineer, Fabien Lapôtre, joined the team in 
December 2016 to add the technical touch to the team.



Our Partners : 

LAIKA, a companion for life.

AdoptLaika.com

The French start-up CamToy has launched a crowdfunding campaign since October 2, 2017
and have already raised $ 70 000 in pre-order to produce Laïka.This represents 171% of 
the original goal! The delivery is plan for next summer.
In Janurary, they will represent France at CES 2018 in Las Vegas. They already won a 
CES award in the robotic catégory. with Laïka.
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